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opticalCON DRAGONFLY CHASSIS CONNECTORS 
 

The following parts are available for opticalCON DRAGONFLY Chassis 

Connectors: 

 

MALE CHASSIS CONNECTOR 

 

NO2MW-XP - opticalCON DRAGONFLY Chassis Male 

 

SCXP-M - opticalCON DRAGONFLY IP68 Sealing Kit Male (Only if IP68 is required)  
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NOTE - IP68 Sealing Kits (5 chassis connectors can be sealed with one KIT) 

 

 

SCNO2MW-XP  - opticalCON DRAGONFLY Male Chassis Sealing Cover (Only if IP68 

is required or you want a cover for your chassis connector)  
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Note that DRAGONFLY Chassis Connectors include the copper contacts for Power and 

Sense in the packaging.  The recommended copper contact crimp handle is DMC 

Model MH860, which can be purchased from any third-party source.  

 

 

 

However, the necessary contact positioners (p/n POS-XP-SENSE and POS-XP-

POWER) are custom-designed for the Dragonfly contacts. These must be purchased 

from Neutrik. Other positioners used for SMPTE connectors are not compatible.  
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FEMALE CHASSIS CONNECTOR 

 

NO2FW-XP - opticalCON DRAGONFLY Chassis Female 

 

 

SCXP-F - opticalCON DRAGONFLY IP68 Sealing Kit Female (Only if IP68 is required)  
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NOTE - IP68 Sealing Kits (5 chassis connectors can be sealed with one KIT) 

 

 

 

SCNO2FW-XP  - opticalCON DRAGONFLY Female Chassis Sealing Cover (Only if 

IP68 is required or you want a cover for your chassis connector)  
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Note that DRAGONFLY Chassis Connectors include the copper contacts for Power and 

Sense in the packaging.  The recommended copper contact crimp handle is DMC 

Model MH860, which can be purchased from any third-party source.  

 

 

 

However, the necessary contact positioners (p/n POS-XP-SENSE and POS-XP-

POWER) are custom-designed for the Dragonfly contacts. These must be purchased 

from Neutrik. Other positioners used for SMPTE connectors are not compatible.  
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CHASSIS CONNECTOR BREAKOUT CABLES 

 

There are three type of breakout cables that can plug into the rear of the DRAGONFLY 

Chassis Connectors.  The first are XB2 connectors to LC breakouts.  The second option 

is XB2 patch cables and the third is a DRAGONFLY connector to XB2 connector.  

Contact Neutrik for pricing and availability of these custom length cables. 
 

 

XB2 to LC breakout Cables 

 

XB2/LC Break-out MALE - XB2 MALE Connector to LC (ST and SC also) breakout 

cable.  This plugs into the rear of the NO2MW-XP Chassis Connector. 
 

 

 

XB2/LC Break-out FEMALE - XB2 FEMALE Connector to LC (ST and SC also) 

breakout cable.  This plugs into the rear of the NO2FW-XP Chassis Connector. 
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XB2 patch cables 

 

XB2 FEMALE/MALE Patch - XB2 MALE Connector to XB2 FEMALE Connector Cable.  

This plugs into one side of the rear of the NO2FW-XP Chassis Connector and one side 

of the rear of the NO2MW-XP Chassis Connector. 
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DRAGONFLY to XB2 connector cables 

 

DRAGONFLY/XB2 Break-out MALE – opticalCON DRAGONFLY MALE Connector to 

XB2 FEMALE Connector Cable.  This plugs into the NO2FW-XP Chassis Connector 

and into the rear of the NO2FW-XP Female Chassis Connector. 

 

 

 

 

DRAGONFLY/XB2 Break-out FEMALE - opticalCON DRAGONFLY FEMALE 

Connector to XB2 MALE Connector Cable.  This plugs into the NO2MW-XP Chassis 

Connector and into the rear of the NO2MW-XP Male Chassis Connector. 
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opticalCON DRAGONFLY REPLACEMENT PARTS 

The following parts are available as opticalCON DRAGONFLY replacement parts: 

 

 

SCNO2MX-XP - Rugged lockable metal sealing cover for opticalCON DRAGONFLY 

male chassis connector. 

 

 

 

 

SCNO2FX-XP - Rugged metal sealing cover for opticalCON DRAGONFLY female 

chassis connector. 
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SCNO2SMX-XP - Rugged lockable metal sealing cover with ratch-locking system for 

opticalCON DRAGONFLY male chassis connector. 

 
 

 

 

SCNO2SFX-XP - Rugged metal sealing cover with ratch-locking system for opticalCON 

DRAGONFLY female chassis connector. 
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NOPM-XP - opticalCON DRAGONFLY Contact Male Kit (Note - There are 10 contacts 

in one small plastic box) 

   

 

 

NOPF-XP - opticalCON DRAGONFLY Contact Female Kit (Note - There are 10 

contacts in one small plastic box) 
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POS-XP-SENSE - The POS-XP-SENSE Crimp die is used for the assembly of the 

sense cooper pins. 

 

 

 

POS-XP-POWER - The POS-XP-POWER Crimp die is used for the assembly of the 

power cooper pins.  
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